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Automate Your Business with  
Security and Compliance First
K I T E W O R K S ®  S E C U R E  M A N A G E D  F I L E  T R A N S F E R
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E N T E R P R I S E  C O N T E N T  F I R E W A L L
Visibility, Compliance, and Control of Sensitive Third Party Communications

File Shares

THE WORLD HAS CHANGED
Modern Threats Require a Modern 
Security Architecture
 
We’ve adopted a feast of new technologies over 
the past 20 years to increase organizational 
value and effectiveness: enterprise apps, 
cloud computing, smartphones, and on and 
on. But these tools that were meant to improve 
our lives have opened the door to a flood of 
advanced persistent threats, innovative fraud 
schemes, and pervasive privacy invasions. 
World governments have responded with ever 
expanding compliance regulations to protect 
consumers and businesses. Unfortunately, the 
burden of implementing endless privacy and 
security controls – and regularly proving them to 
auditors – requires even more tools to reduce the 
risk of fines, not to mention the overhead.

Most MFT products were born in the wild west 
era of the Internet, long before Stuxnet and Not-
Petya, and many years before SOC 2, NIST 800-
53, and even ISO 27001. They leave defense-in-
depth up to you, and provide a hodge-podge of 
logs rather than the coherent audit trail you need 
to demonstrate compliance. 

You need business automation solutions 
with modern security and compliance built-
in from the ground up. You need  Kiteworks® 
secure managed file transfer (MFT). The 
Kiteworks content firewall consolidates and 
controls communications with customers and 
suppliers—sending them down a gauntlet of 
layered defenses and tracking every detail in 
an immutable audit log.  Thousands of Global 
CIOs and CISOs trust the Kiteworks platform for 
protection, privacy and peace of mind.  
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PROTECT SENSITIVE 
DATA WITH BUILT- IN
DEFENSE IN DEPTH
Deploy Security-First MFT

Traditional file-first MFT applications leave 
security up to you. Sure, they authenticate users 
and encrypt data in transit and at rest. But 
sysadmins must separately install the operating 
system, database, and application services, and 
maintain their updates – and that requires ongoing 
access to the database and file system. If your 
organization requires secure MFT, you have to 
harden file-first MFT applications yourself.   

The Kiteworks security-first platform, on the 
other hand, provides defense in depth out of 
the box. A hardened virtual appliance protects 
the operating system, file system, databases, 
services, and application logic. Administrators 
can’t log into the operating system or access 
the data; they perform updates with a click, like 
a smartphone. And when suspicious activities 
occur, built-in intrusion detection alerts your 
staff. Most important, the Kiteworks development 
team continuously hardens the platform using a 
stringent software development lifecycle (SDLC) 
process. They enforce secure coding practices 
and security reviews, automated security QA 
testing, monthly penetration tests, least-privilege 
defaults, sophisticated key management, zero-
trust inter-service communications, an active 
bug bounty program, and other state-of-the-art 
techniques.
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AUTOMATE 3RD PARTY COMMUNICATIONS PROCESSES 
Increase Productivity While Minimizing Security and Compliance Risks

Organizations use MFT to automate business processes with suppliers, outsourcers, regulators, and 
customers. They use its flexible flows to transfer between many types of data sources and destinations 
over a variety of protocols, serving both systems and users. Their organizations require security, 
visibility, and compliance, and Kiteworks MFT delivers.

Repositories

• SFTP Server

• SMB File Shares

• CIFS File Shares

• AWS S3®

• OneDrive for Business®

• SharePoint Online®

• SharePoint®

• Google Drive®

• Box®

• Dropbox®

DLP, 

CDR, 

ATP, 

AV

Kiteworks®

Secure MFT

Automation

Transformation

Governance

Visibility  
Compliance

Repositories Repositories

Enterprise
Applications

Web Forms

Enterprise
Applications

Local FilesLocal Files

Kiteworks®

Folders
Kiteworks®

Folders

EmailEmail
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MORTGAGE 
ORIGINATOR 
OUTSOURCES 
LOAN SERVICING
Automate Sensitive Data 
Transfers to Reduce Compliance 
Risks and Improve Operations

Banks that originate mortgage loans 
often outsource servicing – sending 
bills and collecting payments 
– to other financial institutions. 
Naturally, they must send private 
customer financial information to 
the outsources, requiring them to 
manage compliance and breach 
risks. Automate these sensitive 
transfers to reduce risks and 
improve operations. Lock down 
security with access controls and 
built-in defense in depth, and utilize 
Kiteworks granular governance 
controls and its unified audit trail 
to avoid compliance fines. The 
automation also reduces mistakes 
and improves reliability, and 
employees find the folder-based 
interfaces simple and convenient. 
Meanwhile, IT quickly onboards 
the new partner, authoring flows to 
deliver the files to the outsourcer’s 
SFTP server.

MFT transfers to 
outsourcer.

Loan processing team 
puts files in designated 
secure Web folder.

Recieves loan 
documents in SFTP 
server.

Outsourcer

Bank

Kiteworks®

Secure MFT
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HEALTHCARE PROVIDER 
CENTRALIZES ECG 
INTERPRETATION EXPERTISE
Automates Transfers of Test Results  
from Clinics to Hospital

Nurses perform ECG tests at clinics across 
a regional healthcare system, but only the 
specialists at the main hospital can interpret  
the results. Kiteworks Secure MFT Clients  
make it easy for nurses to send the files  
mistake-free from their desktops, with  
end-to-end HIPAA compliance and  
security. At the hospital, automation  
saves time and reduces errors.

Kiteworks®

Secure MFT

Local Folder Local Folder

They drop the result files into a 
designated PC desktop folder.

Nurses run ECG Tests on their 
patients.

Secure MFT Clients deliver  
the files to the hospital.

Clinics

MFT server recieves ECG files.

Sends file to ECG post-procesor.

Moves finished files to folder for 
ECG interpretation specialist.

Hospital

Kiteworks®

MFT Client
Kiteworks®

MFT Client
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ONBOARD NEW TRADING 
PARTNERS AT THE SPEED OF BUSINESS
Author Maintainable Flows in a Streamlined Graphical Environment

Infrastructure managers face constant pressure to deliver more business 
value, faster, but traditional scripting slows development, testing, and 
maintenance, and rarely follows secure coding practices. Kiteworks MFT, 
on the other hand, lets you keep up with the speed of change in your 
business by quickly authoring rich, maintainable, secure workflows.

Secure MFT Server
Author high-throughput production 
workflows at scale. Manage 
multiple authors and set role-based 
controls over their capabilities 
and data access. Authors simply 
drag, drop, and configure prebuilt 
operators to create and schedule 
flows – with hardening and audit 
built in. They can securely connect 
to data sources and destinations 
such as S3 and SFTP, find and 
process files, set up notifications, 
organize folders, run scans, and 
apply other functions. 

Secure MFT Client
Author and schedule rich MFT 
workflows that run as services on 
Windows desktops and servers, 
providing access to local files and 
remote locations. Workflows can 
utilize Kiteworks server functions 
like secure email, secure shared 
folders, and secure SFTP, and 
chain transfers with the Secure 
MFT Server.
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TRANSFER MASSES OF FILES 
RELIABLY IN AN UNRELIABLE WORLD
Manage Operations with a Robust Console

Real-world networks fail and remote servers crash. People make mistakes. 
Yet your business depends on file transfers to sustain mission-critical 
supply chains, capital flows, regulatory reporting and customer services. 
You must arm your MFT operations team with tools to detect and restore 
failed business flows, quickly, and at scale.

Scale 
Tags and search help 

operators find one flow 
among hundreds 

Automatic Retry
Handle brief network 
outages seamlessly

Visibility 
The operations 

console shows every 
flow and its statuss.

Alerting 
Notifications inform 

the staff members of 
failures

Manual Retry
Fix jobs and get 

them up and running 
againus.

Throughput 
Identify slow tasks 

and their causes with 
timing charts

Troubleshooting 
Links

Break down flow tasks, 
logs, and timings
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AIRLINE COMMUNICATES 
CONSTANT RESOURCE PLAN 
CHANGES TO SUPPLIERS
Automates Transfer of Change Orders from 
Scheduling System to Partner Kiteworks Systems
 
An airline adjusts its resource plans throughout the day as 
weather delays flights and planes need unexpected repairs. 
These changes ripple through hundreds of orders for parts, 
fuel, meals, maintenance workers, and countless other items. 
With Kiteworks Secure MFT, the airline can automatically 
send change orders to all the suppliers in near real time to 
stay on track.

INSURANCE COMPANY 
STREAMLINES PROCESSING 
OF PARTNER SFTP UPLOADS 
Automates Back End Movement from SFTP 
to Repositories
 
A major insurance company needs to eliminate the 
inefficiency and user errors of moving SFTP uploads from 
their partners – sensitive contracts, pre-release marketing 
videos, and agent applications – into the appropriate back-
end file shares and Amazon S3® buckets. By automating 
with Kiteworks Secure MFT, they remove the user mistakes 
and labor, and provide end-to-end security, compliance, 
auditing and logging.

• Operations application feeds  
 change orders to Kiteworks® MFT
• MFT sends change orders to suppliers

Airline

• Receive orders securely in their  
  own Kiteworks® MFT systems

Suppliers

Labor Contractor

Parts Supplier

Fuel Supplier

CatererKiteworks®

Secure MFT
Operations 
Application

• Upload sensitive files to SFTP server

Partners

• SFTP uploads are automatically moved  
  to the correct back-end storage

Suppliers

Agent

Marketing
Partner

Kiteworks®

MFT Server

SFTP

SFTP
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VENDOR REDUCES SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTION 
MISTAKES TO SATISFY CUSTOMERS 
Automates Back Office Flows to Load Customer Download Folders

An industrial company delivers complex software bundles for its products via 
an SFTP server, but frequent manual errors were causing customer satisfaction 
to plummet. They automated the process of sending the right files to the right 
folders, sending email notifications, and providing end-to-end security, logging, 
and audit, resulting in improved satisfaction and compliance. 

Customer 1
Customer 2

Customer 3

Kiteworks® SFTP 

Kiteworks®

MFT Server

Software 
Repository

• Securely loads the  
 unique set of software  
 and licenses for each  
 customer into their  
 dedicated SFTP folder

• Automation eliminates  
 errors and provides a  
 full audit trail

• Simply download  
 software from their  
 SFTP folder

Industrial Company

Customers
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The Kiteworks Secure MFT 
platform provides the unified 
logging and analytics you need 
to identify threats, take remedial 
action, and perform forensics. 
While other platforms may store 
logs in separate files for each MFT 
subsystem, Kiteworks syslog entries 
and audit reports are unified, 
complete, standardized, and 
cleaned. 

Use the CISO Dashboard and 
Splunk® App visualizations to show 
suspicious traffic patterns, such as 
anomalies in download locations, 
traffic levels, user activities and 
individual file activities. 

Drill down to the details of each 
transfer to track down who touched 
what files, where they are, and what 
they did with them.

Export the syslog to your HP 
ArcSight®, LogRhythm®, IBM 
QRadar®, or other SIEM for deeper 
analysis.

DETECT AND RESPOND TO 
THREATS WITH UNIFIED 
LOGGING AND ANALYTICS 
Ensure Total Visibility Across All 3rd  
Party Communications
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Healthcare
HIPAA/ HITECH

FERPA

HDS

SOC 2 

SSAE-16

Industrial
ANSSI

GxP

MEET CHALLENGING 
REGULATIONS AROUND 
THE WORLD 
Minimize Compliance Risks with 
Unified Governance and Audit

Ensure your automated 3rd party file exchanges 
comply with regulations by using granular, 
comprehensive Kiteworks security and 
governance controls. 

Administrative User Controls: Separate 
administrative duties, such as help desk, 
application administration and system 
administration. MFT Administrators manage 
all other standard and custom MFT user roles. 
Administrative users do not have access to end 
user data, and all changes to administrative 
settings, roles, and permissions are logged. 

MFT Server Manager User Controls: Separate 
the compliance-sensitive role of defining 
connections from ordinary flow editing and 
management roles.

End User Controls: Provide granular data 
access controls and functional permissions for 
secure email, shared folders and SFTP, which can 
trigger and receive MFT flows.

Security Integrations: Enforce authentication 
policies by leveraging your MFA, LDAP/AD, 
SMS and SSO. Block leaks detected by your 
DLP, cleanse files with your CDR, quarantine 
malware detected by your ATP server, and protect 
encryption keys in your HSM.

Reporting and Analytics: Demonstrate 
compliance to auditors using out-of-box 
and custom reports, based on the unified, 
comprehensive Kiteworks audit trail and logging.

Financial 
Services
23 NYCRR 500

SOC 2 

SSAE-16

FINRA

PCI-DSS

GLBA

SOX

FISMA

AML

FISMA 

PCI-DSS

COMMON REGULATIONS 

Government
CJIS

FedRAMP

SOC 2

SSAE-16

FIPS 140-2

NIST 800-53

NIST 800-171

CMMC

GDPR

ITAR 

EAR 

FISMA 

PCI-DSS

Section 508
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PHARMACEUTICAL FIRM 
SECURES MANUFACTURING 
QUALITY CONTROL
Automates Hand-offs Across Purdue 
Model Network Segments to Meet 
Good Practice Guidelines

The security team of this innovative 
pharmaceutical company mandated that 
manufacturing communications used to monitor, 
measure, and analyze production processes 
must be secure, audited, and in compliance with 
strict Good Practice guidelines (GxP). Because 
the firm’s networks follow the multi-level Purdue 
segmentation model, isolating critical production 
equipment in the lowest level from everyday 
business activity in the highest level, the process 
of getting data from the manufacturing line up 
to production analysts and ultimately up to the 
executive management created a unique security 
challenge. Batch quality measurement log 
files must hop up each level, crossing multiple 
firewalls and gateways, constrained to the SFTP 
protocol. Whereas software updates must hop 
down each level to the zone containing the 
product to be updated. 

To automate the process, the company deployed 
the Kiteworks® secure managed file transfer 
client (MFT client) within each network zone of 
the Purdue model in each manufacturing plant. 
According to schedule, each MFT client hands 
off files to the next MFT client one level over 
to pass data securely between zones. The 
Kiteworks® platform maintains a detailed audit 
trail that includes the attributes of every file 
transfer to demonstrate compliance.
. 

Enterprise 
(ERP, Office, ect.) Secure MFT Client

Site Operations
Secure MFT Client

Area Control
Secure MFT Client

Manufacturing
 Equipment Secure MFT Client
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Collaboration

S E C U R E  C O N T E N T  C O M M U N I C A T I O N  P L A T F O R M
visibility     •     security     •     simplicity     •     flexibility

Enterprise 
Apps

ACHIEVE EASE OF 
USE AND EASE OF 
COMPLIANCE WHILE 
CUTTING COSTS  
Consolidate 3rd Party 
Communications

The Kiteworks content firewall 
platform unifies security and 
compliance across not just MFT, 
but also email, file sharing, mobile, 
web forms, and SFTP. Customers 
who consolidate channels simplify 
IT infrastructure, administration, 
and usability, while saving costs. 
The platform’s unified policies 
and controls reduce duplicate 
efforts and mistakes, and a single, 
standardized syslog saves your 
SOC analysts time and effort 
merging it themselves.

Consolidation improves MFT 
usability and capability, as well. 
Employees or 3rd parties upload 
content to best-of-breed secure 
file sharing to start a transfer, or 
to download files after transfer. 
Best-of-breed secure email 
enables automated distribution 
of statements and invoices to 
customers. Finally, external 
parties use Web forms to initiate 
submissions of applications, crime 
evidence, and medical reports. 
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UNIFIED  
VISIBILITY

Security Analytics
• CISO Dashboard
• Visibility to all content  
 shared with third parties
• AI-powered alerts
• Transaction drill-down
• Splunk & SIEM integrations
• Complete, trusted audit trails  
 & immutable logs

UNIFIED  
SECURITY 

Centralized Governance
• Granular data access controls
• Role-based policies 
• Separation of duties
• Dynamic policy automation 
• Least privilege defaults
• Dynamic quarantine
• No vendor access to content

Security Framework
• Hardened virtual appliance
• Data encryption 
• Intrusion detection /notification
• Encryption key ownership
• Integration with SSO, MFA/2FA,  
 LDAP/AD, SMS, ICAP, CDR, DLP,  
 ATP, SIEM, MDM, SMS, & HSM
• One-click software updates

Secure Deployment
• On-premise, private / hybrid cloud,  
 and FedRAMP 
• Cluster for global scale and HA
• Hardened DMZ nodes w/ no  
 data storage

UNIFIED  
COMPLIANCE

Platform Compliance
• One-click compliance reports
• eDiscovery archiving
• Data sovereignty & geofencing
• FIPS 140-2 certified
• FedRAMP Moderate Authorized
• Regulations met (see p. 12)

MFT Guaranteed Delivery
• Delivery tracking 
• Notifications on success /  
 failure / retry
• File integrity hash and checksum

COMMUNICATION 
CONSOLIDATION

MFT Authoring and Management
• Operations Web Console
• Drag-and-drop flow authoring
• Declarative custom operators 
• Run on schedule, event, file  
 detection, manually
• Retry with auto-resume
• Initiate external processes
• Secure MFT Client (agent)

Platform Communications
• Secure email & Outlook plugin
• Secure shared folders
• SFTP & SMTP automation
• Dedicated mobile apps 
• REST API & secure forms
• File transfer size up to 4TB
• Secure plugins for Microsoft  
 Office, Google Docs, Salesforce,  
 iManage & SharePoint
• Unified access to SharePoint, file  
 shares, Box, Dropbox, OneDrive  
 and Google Drive
• Additional MFT Access: Amazon  
 S3, SMB

FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS
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The Accellion Kiteworks® content firewall prevents data breaches and compliance violations from third party 
cyber risk. CIOs and CISOs rely on the Kiteworks platform for complete visibility, security and control over the 
communication of IP, PII, PHI, and other sensitive content across email, file sharing, mobile, enterprise apps, web 
portals, SFTP, and automated inter-business workflows. By consolidating security across third party communication 
channels, the Kiteworks content firewall simplifies complex infrastructure and reduces costs, while improving the 
user experience. When employees click the Kiteworks button, they know it’s the safe, secure way to share sensitive 
information with the outside world.

With on-premise, private cloud, hybrid and FedRAMP deployment options, the Kiteworks content firewall provides the 
security and governance CISOs need to protect their organizations, mitigate risk, and adhere to rigorous compliance 
regulations such as NIST 800-171, HIPAA, SOX, GDPR, CCPA, CMMC, and SOC 2. The Kiteworks content firewall 
has protected more than 25 million end users at more than 3,000 global corporations and government agencies, 
including NYC Health + Hospitals; KPMG; AVL; Kaiser Permanente; Automobile Association of America (AAA); Tyler 
Technologies; and the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST). For more information please visit www.
accellion.com or call (650) 249-9544. Follow Accellion on LinkedIn, Twitter, and Accellion’s Blog. 
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